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#1 - 2015 Torre Guelfa Brunello
100% Sangiovese
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG
Drink: now - 2040

#1 - Brick ruby in color, Torre Guelfa Brunello shows some maturity with aromas of
figgy pudding, smoke and apricot. It has good weight with sweet dried fruit flavors.
Brick-red in the center with a garnet rim. Ripe but understated red and black fruits,
tomato leaf, and well-integrated, supple, velvety tannins and a lasting finish. An
excellent example of the “fairytale” vintage of 2015 in Montalcino!

#2 - 2015 Paradiso di Cacuci Brunello
100% Sangiovese
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG
Drink: 2022 - 2031

#2 - A visibly clear wine with a bright red ruby color that tends to red garnet. It has
an intense, persistent, ample and ethereal fragrance. You can recognize aromas of
aromatic wood, berries, light vanilla and jam. The taste of the wine is harmoniously
elegant, vigorous with a savory body. Dry with a long aromatic finish. This wine truly
deserves the Consortium of Brunello’s 5 Stars out of 5 rating

#3 - 2013 Tenuta L’Illuminata

#3 - Located on the beautiful hills of La Morra in the Langhe hills, the winery has a
total area of approximately 11 hectares. Brilliant, deep garnet color with slight
orange reflections. It’s bouquet is ample and complex, with notes of violet and
pleasant hints of cinnamon, clove, vanilla and cherry. Rich flavor, harmonious and
slightly dry, it gives way to a long lasting finish with floral and licorice tones.

Sant’Anna Barolo Riserva
100% Nebbiolo
Barolo Riserva DOCG

Drink: now - 2035

#4 - 2014 Ca’Rugate Punta Tolotti
Amarone
Corvina, Rondinella & Corvinone
Amarone della Valpolicella DOCG
Drink: 2023 - 2035

#4 - Intense garnet red in color. Concentrated aromas of ripe blueberries,
blackberries and cherries are enhanced with a hint of spicy oak. The palate is rich,
full bodied and complex; beautifully balanced and lingering. Pairs exceptionally well
with char-grilled meats, mature cheese and game dishes.

#5 - 2019 Tiefenbrunner ‘Turmhof’
100% Pinot Grigio
South Tyrol DOC
Drink: now-2023

#5 - Founded in 1848, the Tiefenbrunner Winery owes its name to the ancient castle
known today as the home of the Tiefenbrunner family. Grapes have been cultivated
at Castel Turmhof for over 300 years. This wine shows aromas of honeysuckle, green
apple and honeydew melon which follow through to the juicy palate, along with a
note of white peach. Tangy acidity lifts the rich flavors.

